Fill-the-House Lotto Games

Directions

1 to 1 Tutoring or 2 to 12 Players
1. Shuffle and deal the same number of “house” boards to each player (from 1-6
boards, depending on the age and number of players). Place unused house boards
and their associated window cards aside. Shuffle the “window” cards and place
them face down in a deck.
2. The first player picks a window card from the deck, covering the answer on the
card with their thumb, and says aloud what is written in the center of the card.
Either alone or together, players decide which “house” (family) the window card
belongs to. Place the card on the correct house board (which may be in front of
another player). Checking the answer on the window card is a good idea to be sure
it’s on the correct house.
3. Play continues clockwise around the table (room), with each player taking turns
drawing and reading the window cards aloud.
4. The player who is first to fill all four windows on one house is the winner.

13 to 30 Players
1. Break the class into teams.
2. Hand out one or more house boards to each team.
3. Following directions above, the first team to fill all four windows on one house is
the winner.

1 Player
1. Shuffle the house boards and place them face up on the table.
2. Shuffle the window cards and place them in a pile face down.
3. Use a timer to see how long it takes to correctly fill the windows of all the houses.
4. Record the time.
5. Reshuffle house and window cards and play again. Try to fill all the houses in less
time.
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